




What is justice?





“The day would not be too far when 
all else would be lost not only for the 

present generation, but also for those 
to come—generations which stand to 

inherit nothing but parched earth 
incapable of sustaining life.”*

- Supreme Court of the Philippines
*Supreme Court En Banc Decision, Oposa vs. Factoran, 

G.R. No. 101083 July 30, 1993



Sea level rise threatens to
submerge islands

nationalgeographic.com



Coral bleaching
Pescador Island, Cebu

Massimo Mazzitelli/Gmanews.tv





Damaged Rice Terraces
Banaue, Ifugao Province

asisbiz.com



Typhoon Ondoy
Manila, 2009





THE PARIS AGREEMENT:

Limit global temperature rise within the century even further to 1.5 
degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels

http://i.telegraph.co.uk/



Bending the global warming curve to 1.5°C 
is a moral imperative.

trust.org



The Philippines has committed to 70% 
reduction of GHG emissions by 2030. 







Philippine consumption of 
coal increased by 27%
between 2012 and 2014.

The Big Show/Info HCWH Asia





Before coal can be used in power 
plants, it must first be mined, 
washed and transported.  This 
process alone, without a single 
watt of electricity generated yet, 
already produces pollution.



Coal is burned to generate 
electricity and its by-product, 
in the form of ash, is 
recycled into cement or 
construction products, 
stored, or disposed in dry or 
wet landfills. 

catch21.co.uk



The World Health Organization (WHO) 

concluded in 2014 that air quality in most 
cities worldwide “fails to meet WHO 

guidelines for safe levels, putting people at 

additional risk of respiratory disease and other 
health problems.”



qz.com

The United Nations estimates that 
26% of global mercury emissions 
come from the combustion of 
coal in power plants.



Jimmy Hilario/FlickrAssociated Press

Two of the major greenhouse 
gases contributing to climate 
change are produced by coal 
combustion—carbon dioxide 
and nitrous oxide. 



Is everything lost?



Renewable Energy Law 

Though we may not totally ban coal, we 

should have a good energy mix where 

there is a bias for renewables.

Bangui Wind Farm, Ilocos Norte/Wikipedia



AC Dimatatac





Resolution calling for an inquiry in aid of legislation on the alleged 
detrimental and health impacts and human rights infringements arising 

from the operation of coal-fired power plants in the country.



Environmental Laws in the Philippines

Climate Change Act

Environmental Awareness 
and Education Act

People’s Survival Fund Law

Disaster Risk Reduction 
and Management Act

Clean Air Act

Renewable Energy Act

Ecological Solid Waste 
Management Act 

Clean Water Act



“These two measures (Climate Change Act and Philippine National 

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Act) are among the 
world’s best laws on disaster resilience”

- United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) 



Ecological Solid Waste Management Law
Sets guidelines for the reduction of solid waste through community-based measures that 

include composting, recycling, re-use, and recovery



ESWM Compliance

only 50% of

local government units

-- Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR)



Solid Waste Management Law Voluntary 
Compliance Program

Result of Phase 1 of the program:

417
conducted self-assessment

135
LGUs assessed themselves
as satisfactorily compliant

282
LGUs assessed themselves

as less satisfactory

Gov.ph





Climate Crisis



We seek climate justice now.



For the sake of future generations, we seek a commitment 
to act now and to implement a holistic solution.



Let us use the power of the law while we still have 
ecosystems to rehabilitate and species to protect.



The future of humanity and of the Earth depends on what we do now.

Let us make resilience and sustainability our future.


